A novel handling-free method of mounting single protein crystals for synchrotron structure analyses at room temperature.
We have developed a handling-free mounting method for X-ray crystallography of protein crystals at room temperatures-the glass capillary method. In this method, crystals were nucleated and grown on the capillary walls, and then, growth solutions were gently removed. The procedures for collecting data on the crystals were conducted by simply setting the capillary on the goniometer of a synchrotron beamline without touching the crystals. Crystal quality was characterized using mosaicity, resolution at I/σ(I) = 2, I/σ(I) at resolution = 2.0 Å, Rmerge, and completeness. Wilson plots were also used to characterize the quality of crystals. In particular, all samples showed very low mosaicity; the handling-free method successfully retained their low mosaicity and effectively maintained the crystal quality.